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1. Executive Summary 

The Obnostic GPB introduces the next generation of blockchain technology – a “general purpose” 
blockchain capable of natively performing arbitrary computing and storing any type of digital object.  
This “object agnostic” blockchain, or Distributed Verification Technology (DVT) forms a 
computational platform capable of unrestricted dApp development and the ownership and trade of 
any type of digital object.  All this is accomplished without giving up the traditional aspects of 
blockchain’s distributed nature.  No upfront or ongoing capital maintenance costs are required for a 
centralized authority. 

Perhaps the two greatest challenges of existing blockchain technology are the scalability limitations 
of building dApps through Smart Contracts and the inflexibility of “static” tokens which require each 
blockchain to use only one digital object.  Obnostic overcomes both these problems by building a 
platform designed for dApp development natively, rather than based on an existing platform like 
Ethereum or EOS.   

Obnostic has two primary development products planned.  The first is the Obnostic Insight 
platform, which allows blockchain-powered collaborative efforts to make decisions or 
determinations via a consensus-style mechanism.  The second is the Obnostic General Purpose 
Blockchain (GPB), which allows the storage, maintenance, and ownership of any type of digital 
object within a single blockchain architecture.  The GPB allows for efficient and effective dApp 
development by providing a native platform for arbitrary computation, as well as a distributed 
mechanism for the ownership, sharing, and trade of computational and data resources. 

Obnostic’s platform and products bring traditional concepts of property, ownership, and use of 
items to the digital world.  Perhaps one of the biggest limitations of the current state of the 
technology industry is the inability of individuals to “own” digital objects in the same ways they own 
and use physical objects.  This creates a number of market distortions, not the least of which is the 
substantial upfront capital required to deploy a digital rights management system, such as those 
which manage health records or multimedia collections.  Obnostic solves these problems, opening 
up entirely new markets for innovation and commerce which more closely represent the types of 
expectations humans have of “their” property. 

2. Introduction 

2.1 Document Purpose 
The Obnostic Whitepaper conveys the purposes and goals of the Obnostic “General Purpose 
Blockchain” (GPB).  It provides general technical information for interested partners and users.  
While not intended as an investment document, it does describe the ways in which the Obnostic 
GPB creates economic value both transactionally and at scale. 

2.2 Document Scope 
This Whitepaper provides an introductory overview of the Obnostic “General Purpose Blockchain”.  
It covers the key technological components, technical development plan, business use cases and 
the ways in which Obnostic creates value.  It describes Obnostic’s “Arbitrary Object” concept which 
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enables a multi-object GPB as well as the concept of “Arbitrary Consensus” which powers the 
Obnostic Insight product. 

2.3 Document Audience 
Obnostic empowers the growing global blockchain community of developers, node operators, 
enterprise businesses and blockchain enthusiasts – regardless of technical background – to 
quickly and easily leverage the advantages of decentralized computing and the Distributed 
Verification Technology (DVT) that underlies the blockchain concept.  This document primary seeks 
to educate those audiences interested in learning more about, using, and/or partnering with 
Obnostic.  Interested investors may contact the Obnostic Team for additional information. 

3. Problem Statement 
Current information and computing technologies rely heavily on centralized coordination systems 
and infrastructure for all large-scale projects.  In many respects, the IT industry to-date has been 
the best empirical case supporting the classic economic “Theory of the Firm.”  The development of 
Blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies purports to reduce the need for centralized authorities 
to enable large scale complex projects, however this has produced only limited success beyond 
the cryptocurrency space. 

The current limitations of Blockchain’s promise are due, in large part, to the overly-intense focus on 
“improving” existing cryptocurrency models.  While cryptocurrency research is valuable and adds 
some marginal value to the Blockchain market, such work fails to capitalize on the true potential of 
Blockchain and DVTs.  Solving the “double spend” problem is more than just about enabling digital 
currency and tokens – it unlocks the potential to build distributed applications at scale in ways 
previously not possible due to the transaction cost limitations of coordinating complex productive 
activity at scale. 

Put simply – while Blockchain is a “best paper award” in computer science, it is a Nobel Prize in 
economics.  By solving the double spend problem, the blockchain concept also allows coordination 
of productive activity at low transaction cost and in a distributed fashion.  It opens up a whole new 
paradigm for digital ownership, distributed computing and computational asset commodification, 
and data analysis and management.  By enabling traditional tangible property characteristics for 
digital assets, and enabling the useful recapture and commodification of unused computing 
resources, the types of Distributed Verification Technologies enabled by solving the double-spend 
problem allow innovators to create whole new markets for digital objects like unused computation 
cycles and storage or unique data assets for digital ownership and control of both cyber and 
physical world (IoT) devices.   

The Obnostic GPB seeks to implement these promises, objectives which existing blockchain 
projects have fallen far short at achieving.  By integrating the concepts of automated data 
standardization, arbitrary consensus mechanisms, and an object-agnostic blockchain architecture 
– the genesis of the Obnostic name – Obnostic’s General Purpose Blockchain enables the 
coordination of distributed productive work not just across multiple parties, but across multiple 
applications, data types, and blockchains. 
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3.1 Industry Challenges 
The Blockchain industry currently is falling far short in implementing its promised advances.  While 
many blockchain projects recognize the potential of distributed computing, nearly all continue to 
rely upon direct evolutions (“forks”) of existing cryptocurrency implementations such as Ethereum.  
This reliance severely limits the ability of those implementations to achieve the potential of DVTs 
and distributed computing because it locks developers in to the Smart Contract model of 
development and computation.  This model is well-known for its scalability problems and is highly 
inefficient because it introduces an unnecessary layer of programmatic translation between 
functional dApp design and executable contract-based transactions. 

Obnostic solves this problem by constructing a General Purpose Blockchain in the form of a DVT 
focused on providing a distributed virtual machine designed for general purpose computation 
rather than the application-specific foci of currency ownership or contract execution. 

3.1.1 The DVT Concept 
Distributed Verification Technologies (DVTs) concept, or “consensus,” are the core of the 
blockchain concept.  It comprises two essential elements:  (1) a distributed data structure to 
maintain information; and (2) a consensus mechanism (algorithm) to govern and prove the 
authenticity of work performed by nodes participating in the distributed network.  A DVT is capable 
of maintaining consensus, or agreement about the accuracy, regarding data without the need for a 
centralized authority.  DVTs thus can enable collective “answering of questions” and maintenance 
of data records.  DVTs also provide the data structure which stores (or links to) the data they 
authenticate.  The combination of these two items together – a distributed verification network, and 
a distributed data structure – form the DVT itself.  

3.1.2 “Blockchain 1.0”:  Static Digital Tokens 
The Bitcoin blockchain was the first example of a DVT, and encapsulates the idea of the 
“Blockchain 1.0” concept – distributed verification of static tokens.  The Bitcoin tokens are, quite 
literally, static cryptographic tokens which can be exchanged among “owners” via a provably-hard 
public key cryptographic system.  The result is a first-generation form of digital private (tangible) 
property – static tokens which can be “owned” and “possessed” like physical-world tangible 
property. 

Although the computational engine which operates the Bitcoin network does have (at least some) 
ability to perform arbitrary computation, to the extent that ability exists, it is constrained as a matter 
of implementation.  Practically speaking, therefore, Bitcoin and other “Blockchain 1.0” 
implementations generally can do little more than provide the tangible property rights described 
above for fixed, pre-defined (static) tokens. 

3.1.3 “Blockchain 2.0”:  Executable Agreements 
The next step in the evolution of DVTs was the ability to implement arbitrary computation, or the 
development of what computer science refers to as a “Turing-complete” virtual machine (VM).  
Such a VM was unnecessary for the limited-purpose DVT implementations of most static 
“Blockchain 1.0” tokens.  As these cryptocurrencies gained popularity in online commerce, 
however, the market wanted DVTs to implement contracts regarding the exchange of tokens. 
  
This demand led to the development of the Ethereum (and other) platforms to implement so-called 
“Smart Contracts.”  Ethereum (ETH) is a DVT which implements a Turing-complete VM, the 
Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM), capable of arbitrary computation and uses that platform to 
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implement token ownership concurrent with encodable agreements regarding when and how 
ownership will change.  Implementing this type of encodable agreement – a programmatic 
language to specifying terms and conditions under which a token-based transaction will take place 
– effectively requires arbitrary computation to allow a contracting language with sufficient flexibility. 

Since the computational function of this verification is managed by the EVM, it is technically 
possible to create arbitrary programs which run on the Ethereum network.  This was actually one of 
the goals of Ethereum’s founder, who initiated the project as an offshoot of Bitcoin after years of 
unsuccessfully arguing that Bitcoin needed a more general scripting language as part of its DVT 
platform.  While Ethereum does technically implement this capability, it is limited however by two 
critical design constraints.  First, the EVM does not scale – it lacks the computational capacity to 
handle more complex distributed applications (dApps).  Second, the EVM is designed to implement 
contracts, and as such the language is constructed with that purpose in mind.  The result is 
reminiscent of Roman contract law -- “you can build any dApp you want on Ethereum, as long as it 
is a dApp comprising Smart Contracts.” 
  
The failure of “Blockchain 2.0” projects, most notably Ethereum, to realize the full potential of DVTs 
has sparked offshoot projects in an attempt to correct these two key limitations and implement 
additional features.  The EOS.IO project (EOS), for example, is attempting to build a true 
distributed computational platform with all the traditional aspects of a computer.  If successful, this 
“Blockchain 2.5” project would represent a substantial step towards fully realizing the potential of 
DVTs.  Current public information regarding EOS, however, suggests that it still appears to follow a 
contract-resolution based model of computing, hence our evaluation that they represent only a “.5” 
advance in technological generation. 

3.1.4 Blockchain 3.0:  Cyber “Real” Property and the (Real) Cloud 
Currently missing both from traditional (centralized) information technologies and from the DVT 
implementations in Blockchain 1.0 and 2.0 is a concept of true private legal rights in 
cyberspace.  To the average consumer, this may seem only a trivial distinction in legal terms which 
has minimal bearing on their day-to-day lives.  Users are provided the illusion of “ownership,” for 
example, through combinations of apps provided through Google or Apple, running on platforms 
maintained by Amazon, Microsoft, or IBM, and using payment systems provided in conjunction with 
financial institutions like Bank of America and HSBC.  But this distinction could not be further from 
“trivial” – it is as potentially-impactful as was the development of the first Internet(working) protocol. 
  
Put simply, individual market participants have virtually no property rights in cyberspace today.  
Individuals do not “own” their online accounts, nor can they exercise the property rights traditionally 
associated with physical property except at the (“subject to change at any time”) contractual whims 
of the centralized organizations which maintain those services.    
Why does this matter?  One easy answer, surely, is because markets can achieve better 
innovation in the presence of greater private property rights.  But this only captures part of the 
question.  Just as the Internet demonstrated that large-scale communication did not require a 
centralized network operator, the abilities of DVTs demonstrate that centralized authorities are not 
a necessary condition for large-scale computing.  This substantial macro-economic implication 
suggests that an entire class of applications – colloquially described in the industry as “dApps” – 
can be developed for large-scale deployment independently of the definitions of any one market 
player’s platform.  To be sure, some (perhaps many) applications will be better suited to large 
centralized organizations.  But for true market efficiencies to be realized, the opportunity for 
alternative arrangements must exist.  This is the true power of DVTs. 
  
Platforms like EOS and NEO do not provide the complete answer necessary for real property rights 
in cyberspace.  DVTs, again, have two critical elements: (1) a distributed data structure; and (2) a 
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distributed consensus mechanism.  Some existing “Blockchain 2.5” platforms may implement the 
second characteristic by providing arbitrary computational capacity.  They do not, however, 
address the first characteristic – the need for an object-agnostic data structure.  Stated differently, 
the industry currently lacks a blockchain capable of performing arbitrary computation and 
maintaining consensus regarding a set of Arbitrary Objects (“Arbitrary Consensus”), rather than a 
pre-defined set of tokens or scripted “Smart Contracts.” 
  
The potentials of such a system are unprecedented in computational history.  Individual market 
actors could both “possess” and “utilize” both tangible and real property.  Arbitrary tokens, which 
could represent (or link to) anything from a cryptocurrency unit to a medical record, could be stored 
all together with multimedia objects, large datasets – quite literally any object capable of being 
represented digitally.  Concepts of real property ownership – whether in computational power, 
storage capacity, communications access, or account association – would be created as well and 
individual market actors could invest in, trade, innovate with, and potentially even create these 
assets. 

3.2 Business Requirements/Demands 
Modern business demands more than just an inefficient contract-based model for building 
platforms and applications.  We need look no further than classic “Theories of the Firm” to 
understand the macroeconomic inefficiencies of such an approach, regardless of the degree to 
which the process is automated. The Obonostic platform presents a solution to this problem by 
combining the promises of blockchain’s Distributed Verification Technology and shedding the 
limitations of the Ethereum (or similar) contract-based platforms. 

The “General Purpose Blockchain” introduces the concept of a DVT which is capable not only of 
natively performing the types of computation dApps actually use, but also is capable of storing and 
performing consensus operations on arbitrary classes of objects.  Stated simply, the GPB concept 
powered by Obnostic can store any type of digital object. 

4. Macroeconomics of a “General Purpose Blockchain” 
Obnostic represents a substantial advance in the use of blockchain technology.  Most current 
implementations of blockchain technologies focus on the creation of a static token which is a proxy 
for one specific thing, usually a unit of value in currency.  Obnostic objects, by contrast, can contain 
virtually any digital object or represent nearly any physical object for which ownership can be 
codified.   Obnostic is not a currency.  It is a platform compromising objects capable of containing 1

or representing many different things, allowing them to function together in a commercial market 
similar to how physical-world global commerce operates. 

Just as Obnostic is not a currency, its programmatic execution is not based around transfer 
resolution.  Obnostic is not a Smart Contract platform.  Commercial applications are developed 
directly (or “natively”) on the Obnostic platform, which is designed specifically to support arbitrary 
code and application development. 

While Obnostic technically does implement a token, the purpose of this token is functional as 
opposed to valuative.  It is an asset which conveys rights, privileges, or obligations regarding the 
data it contains or the objects or data it represents.  Those rights or privileges may respect use of 
data or resources, ownership rights, or other similar concepts.  Because Obnostic’s Arbitrary 

 E.g., title to a car, home, or (air/sea) vessel.1
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Objects (AOs) can encapsulate and contain virtually any other type of digital object (including 
existing cryptocurrencies), any form of digital payment capable of digital control can be used on the 
Obnostic GPB. 

Obnostic’s AOs may have value, they just are not designed as proxies for value (i.e., as is 
currency).  AOs can be created in a number of ways, and will each be valued by the market 
according to their intrinsic value.  In this respect, the Obnostic GPB functions very similarly to a 
real estate or similar market.  Some set of initial objects will be created by early adopters of the 
Obnostic GPB through a land-grant style model, where early adopters are “granted” a certain set of 
AOs – likely representing computational resources – in exchange for a commitment to develop 
those resources.  This is similar to land grants offered by many nations throughout history to 
settlers who agreed to develop and maintain the land.  Other AOs will be generated by users or 
dApp developers in a very literal sense – the creation of new data, if valuable to the market, would 
likely result in the creation of an Obnostic AO to represent that data.  A similar model would apply 
to new users or developers who join the network and make computation or related resources 
available. 

5. Business Context 
There are many use case scenarios where blockchain technology can be applied.  Today’s global 
interconnected economy includes billions of transactions per day among financial and other assets.  
These transactions and the assets they involve can be transformed into blockchain objects.  
Representing such diverse transactions, however, requires a General Purpose Blockchain capable 
of processing and maintaining Arbitrary Objects. 

The Blockchain industry’s ability to challenge and advance conventional economic wisdom 
depends on these capabilities.  For example, increasing the value of traditionally-illiquid assets 
such as excess computational resources, idle vehicle usage, or unlinked sensor data requires the 
integration of multiple asset types into a single data structure.  This requires the ability to 
economically represent these assets in Arbitrary Objects.  Obnostic’s AOs accomplish this, and can 
be fractionalized, traded, and settled on the chain and distributed across blockchain participants in 
a marketplace comprising diverse participants. 

The potential of Obnostic in the era of digital economy is boundless.  Obnostic unleashes 
previously unattainable access to liquidity, control, fungibility, and other transactions of virtually any 
digital asset and of any physical asset which can be electronically (e.g., an IoT device) or legally  

(e.g., by title) linked to a digital object.  Businesses of all types and sizes, including residential and 
commercial real estate proprietors, Smart City providers and participants, and healthcare industry 
actors (to name just a few) can access to investment capital, trade equity, engage in B2B 
transactions, and otherwise open new markets for trade which previously only were available via 
centralized institutions with high initial and ongoing transaction costs 
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5.1 Use Case Scenarios 

!  

!  
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6. Solution Architecture 
The Solution Architecture section describes a propositional approach to the architecture of the 
main components of the Obnostic GPB and its core solutions.  This whitepaper focuses on 
conveying the scientific and conceptual elements of the technology and proposed solutions, while 
providing adequate propositional detail regarding implementation for readers to understand our 
solutions. 

It is important to note that, consistent with best practices for state-of-the-art development 
operations, that we will be revising these proposals once a full development team is in place. 
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6.1 Conceptual Architecture 

!  
Figure 1. Layered Architecture 

● Persistence Layer - Responsible for distributed storage of Distributed Arbitrary Graph with 
Arbitrary Objects.  The Persistence Layer provides a peer-to-peer method of storing both 
unstructured and structured data.  It also enables accumulation of derived knowledge. 

● Security Layer - Provides enrollment and registration of identities that operate in the 
Obnostic GPB.  Components in this layer provide authentication and authorization.  The 
Security Layer also is responsible for policy management and cryptographic services 
required for system operations. 

● Data Access Layer - This abstraction layer allows access to immutable data, stored 
information, and derived knowledge. 

● Consensus Layer - Responsible for generating agreement on the content and order of 
vertices in Distributed Arbitrary Graph. The Consensus Layer supports verification both of 
object ownership and of arbitrary consensus on any data accessible from Arbitrary Objects. 

● Execution Layer - Provides arbitration of available distributed resources among competing 
executions.  The Execution Layer manages data transformation, evaluation, derivation of 
knowledge, and Arbitrary Object creation. 

● Integration Layer - Responsible for uploading and adopting unstructured or structured 
data from different sources. 

● Application Layer - Enables applications and users to interface with the Obnostic GPB. 
● Communication Layer - Supports exchange of Arbitrary Objects and interconnection with 

blockchain platforms. 
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6.1.1 Components and Connectors Diagram 

!  
Figure 2. Components Diagram 

Architecture Components and their functions are described below. 

Persistence Layer 
● Distributed Arbitrary Graph - builds and manages the data graph.  Arbitrary Objects (AO) 

and transformations are represented by vertices.  Relations and references between blocks 
and AO forms edges.  This component is responsible for persistence and distribution of the 
arbitrary graph.  It also provides consistency of and partition tolerance for data. 

● Distributed Storage - stores and provides delivery of data of virtually any format and size.  
This component works as a distributed file system which can operate anywhere on the 
spectrum from full global interconnectivity to private storage. 

● Knowledge Farm - accumulates information produced in the Obnostic GPB (data, insights, 
answers, etc.) and provides search functionality over distributed content. 
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Security Layer 
● Identity Provider - enrolls, maintains, and manages identity information for principals.  This 

component follows the self-sovereign identity concept.  It provides authentication services 
to dependent components within the distributed network. 

● Policy Provider - creates and manages policies to grant permissions necessary for various 
tasks.  This component consolidates permissions for many components and participants 
into policy structures for simplified policy management. 

● Crypto Provider - contains implementations of cryptographic standards and algorithms. 
This component provides services for key generating, hash operations, encryption/
decryption of data and “sign/verify” functionality. 

Data Access Layer 
● Data Service - provides read access to the data for the application and communication 

layers.  It also abstracts storage types and forms of information persistence. 

Consensus Layer 
● Platform Consensus - enables producing and confirmation of blocks.  This component 

implements the decentralized consensus algorithms and required governance procedures.  
The Platform Consensus maintains objects ownership. 

● Arbitrary Consensus - implements and provides means to plug-in additional consensus 
algorithms (i.e., to use in conjunction with Platform Consensus).  The arbitrary consensus is 
flexible and provides odApp developers with customization interfaces.  This component 
allows use of deployed Arbitrary Consensuses by all platform entities.  

Execution Layer 
● Resource Manager - tracks and verifies distributed computational, storage and memory 

resources.  It allocates resources to different components and nodes in the network. This 
component schedules and monitors resources according to demand and availability. 

● Transformation Engine - schedules and executes jobs based on transformations.  It 
provides means of monitoring and auditing of jobs execution. 

Integration Layer 
● Data Ingestion - allows building of ETL pipelines for various data sources.  This 

component orchestrates execution of pipelines and delivers data to the Obnostic GPB. 
● odApps Gateway - encapsulates other components and provides APIs tailored to the 

application layer.  This component is responsible for authentication, monitoring, load 
balancing, caching, request shaping and management of the Obnostic GPB functions. 

Application Layer 
● odApps SKD - provides a set of tools and client libraries for interaction with the Obnostic 

GPB.  The SDK provides an optimized experience for developers using the Obnostic GPBs 
to build odApps. 

● odApps API - deploys, protects and monitors odApp activity in standardized manner.  It 
provides standardized data access between odApps and the Obnostic GPB, and facilitates 
integration among different odApps. 

Communication Layer 
● Exchange Market - places and lists quotations to sell/buy Arbitrary Objects (AOs).  It 

securely monitors and facilitates trading of AOs and assets on the Obnostic GPB.  The 
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Obnostic GPB provides odApp developers with an interface and SDK for general trading, 
but implementation-specific and odApp-specific exchange systems will be developed and 
managed by the community and individual odApp deveoeprs. 

● Blockchain Integrator - provides facilitation for inter-blockchain communication.  It 
generates proofs based on external blockchains.  This component is represented in the 
Obnostic GPB in the form of an SDK.  

6.1.2 Data Flow Diagram 

!  
Figure 3. Data Flow Diagram 
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6.2 Information Architecture 

6.2.1 Accounts 
Enrollment of and managment of accounts utilizes the concept of self-sovereign identity (SSI) .  2

Individuals or organizations maintain sole ownership of their digital identities and maintain control 
over how their personal data is shared and used.  This adds a layer of security and flexibility 
allowing the identity holder to reveal only the data necessary for any given transaction or 
interaction. 

To provide effective operation for the Obnostic GPB, both user and service accounts have 
associated ratings which are used in resource allocation, transformation execution, and consensus 
operations.  This rating facilitates the integration of new participants to the Obnostic GPB and, 
when coupled with account age, helps mitigate the risks of fraudulent behavior. 

Groups, roles, custom permissions, hierarchy and policies are built using Arbitrary Object and 
related consensus mechanisms.  Detailed information about account governance (enrollment 
procedure, restoring, dispute resolutions) will be developed in due course.  Only the main concepts 
are described in this whitepaper version. 

User Account 
User Account is an immutable structure which provides information to uniquely identify the 
participant.  It stores public cryptographic identity information and may contain issuer information.  

Service Account 
A service account belongs to resource instead of to an individual user.  It contains cryptographic 
identity information for the account as well as issuer information.  Associations with physical world 
devices are maintained in the mutable part of the account to facilitate identification of and updates 
to information regarding underlying hardware. 

The Obnostic GPB specification requires only the minimum information regarding each accounts or 
entities which is required for basic operation (e.g., Globally Unique Identifier(s)). 

Basic Permissions 
The Obnostic GPB provides four basic level of access that are required for launching:  

● Data Owner - has full access to related Arbitrary Object.  Permissions include: edit, 
transfer, transform, destroy and change ownership of the object. 

● Data Viewer – has read access to the objects and/or lists of objects.  Permissions include: 
the ability to list (enumerate) objects and to view the content of the objects or their parts. 

● Resource Owner – Is responsible for and has full authority regarding specific resource(s).  
Permissions include: full access to the resource object in question. 

● Resource Consumer – Makes use of specific resource(s) and/or operates those 
resource(s).  Permissions include: code execution and store data on resources (that 
otherwise also are within scope of this permission). 

 https://wiki.p2pfoundation.net/Self-Sovereign_Identity 2
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6.2.2 Objects 
All objects in the General Purpose Blockchain use the same basic structure which is based in part 
on XML.  XML provides self-description of data inside the objects.  Additionally, the GPB extends 
other W3C standards in its architecture: 

● XML Schema (XMLschema) is used to set constraints on the structure and content of 
documents of that type, above and beyond the basic syntactic constraints imposed by XML 
itself. 

● XML Signature (XMLDSig) is used to work with enveloped or detached digital signatures. 
● Canonical Efficient XML Interchange (Canonical EXI) provides canonical representation of 

the XML-based data for comparison of logical and physical equivalence. Using EXI allows 
to reduce computational overhead and speed up parsing of compressed documents. It 
increases endurance of small devices by utilizing efficient decompression. 

Arbitrary Object 
The Arbitrary Object (AO) provides a universal interface to structure data in an object-agnostic 
manner within the GPB.  AOs have a flexible structure to allow odApps elastic build business logic 
around it. 

Portions of AOs are specified by the Obnostic GPB interface and must be implemeted in each AO 
to allow interoperability.  These include the Property Object and Signature sections (if encrypted 
content is in use and needs to be shared). 

Separate data sections are defined in the Obnostic GPB to provide a placeholder in the AO 
structure specification for user- or developer-defined content.  Both structured and unstructured 
content can be stored within this section via the XML object wrapper function.  Structured data 
generally can be stored directly (although technically may be stored by reference/link).  
Unstructured content can be stored as encoded data within a wrapper and/or as link to another 
object. 

The Obnostic GPB specification defines a section to store information necessary for inter 
blockchain operations.  This is not mandatory for each AO.  Individual odApps determine how and 
whether to implement it. 

The following figures present visual representations of possible AO structure variants:  
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Detailed technical specification of Arbitrary Object will be provided in future versions of this 
whitepaper or other supporting documents. 

Resource Object 
A Resource Object is an Arbitrary Object which represents an entity providing a computation 
resource – e.g., one that can perform operations such as computing, storing, or requesting 
information.  Potential entities providing resources can include a host which either is stationary or 
mobile, a host cluster, or a pool in a virtualization platform.  The resource definition supports an 
extensible resource model.  By default this model includes: CPU, memory and persistent storage. 
The resource definition can be extended to include arbitrary “countable” resources.  Resources can 
be tagged with profile information. Resource profiles provide an easy way for consumers to request 
a set specific types of resources with a single request. 

Property Object 
A Property Object is an Arbitrary Object (AO) that represents data.  It can be an element tree in the 
AO or standalone XML document.  It facilitates decoupling data ownership from resource 
ownership, allowing verification of ownership to be performed separately from verification of data.  
This approach helps to manage joint ownership for Arbitrary Objects, resources, or individual 
elements of AOs. 

6.2.3 Transformations 
An Arbitrary Object Transformation (“AOT”, or “Transformation”) describes any computation 
supported by the Obnostic GPB using either a declarative or an imperative paradigm.  Imperative 
code is used for internal Obnostic GPB execution.  Declarative code is used for arbitrary 

!  
Figure 4. Arbitrary Object -  

Locked Object

!  
Figure 5. Arbitrary Object -  

Partially open data
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consensus and other community development.  The transformation can have descriptions in both 
paradigms.  The Obnostic GPB initially provides following transformation abstractions: 

Arbitrary Objects Changes 
● Aggregation - Arbitrary Objects (AO) are aggregated from multiple data sources and/or 

other AOs.  (e.g., calculating optimal traffic routing based on traffic, weather, and other 
Smart City information as described in the Use Case Scenarios). 

● Splitting - Divide a single AO into multiple instances to manipulate them independently.  
● Derivation - Applying business rules to data and AO that infer new information from 

existing data. 
● Summarization - Set of AO are summarized to obtain the major points of the original 

objects and stored as a new AO. 
● Validation - Simple or complex validation of any object or data. 

Operations on Arbitrary Object are not limited by this list.  odApps can declare and perform any 
operation of the object or their parts.  Abstractions described above are required for cases than 
more than one owner could potentially benefit from the transformation. 

Ownership Alterations 
● Pass - Change the owner of the object.  This operation implies one-to-one transfer of 

ownership from account to account or from group to group. 
● Split - Ownership of the object is being divided among one or more owners. The result of 

this operation results either in joint ownership or several (split) ownership of the object. 
● Merge/Collect - Transfer of ownership from one set of (multiple) owners to one single 

owner.  This transformation is subclass of the Pass operation. 
● Let - Temporary assignment of owner permission to the object.  Ownership alterations 

initiated by new owner are valid only in letting period.  Operations will be rolled back at the 
end of the letting period.  (These are temporary and rescindable transfers of both 
ownership and usage rights, similar to a timeshare property.) 

● Rent - Provides unrestricted usage of the object in defined period of time without 
permission to pass, split or let ownership. (These are temporary and rescindable transfers 
of only usage rights, similar to apartment rentals.) 

Additionally, odApps can build proprietary ownership models on top of basic security and 
transformations, or they can use independently-developed models. 

Transformations also require certain parameters, such as CPU time, memory, and storage 
requirements.  Additional potential parameters include minimum size of consensus quorum, 
number of success and error results, and a soft deadline for completion.  (These parameters are 
similar to required/optional procedural call parameters in procedural or object-oriented 
programming design.) 

6.2.4 Distributed Arbitrary Graph 
The Distributed Arbitrary Graph is a structure which supports the operational functionality of the 
Obnostic GPB and provide Consensus Persistence.  Both consensus models (the Platform 
Consensus and the Arbitrary Consensus) manipulate this structure.  The Distributed Arbitrary 
Graph provides access to and verification of ownership and provides validity and consistency of 
stored information based on the states of Arbitrary Objects and the relations among AOs. The 
architecture of the Distributed Arbitrary Graph allows parties of any scale to participate effectively 
in the platform.  Either an Arbitrary Object or a Property Object can be a vertex in the Distributed 
Arbitrary Graph. 
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The Distributed Arbitrary Graph is agnostic regarding transformation ordering; only transformation 
validity is evaluated (i.e., “is the data correct”).  Distributed Arbitrary Graphs are effective when the 
order in which independent transformations occur is not essential for operational concerns.   

Pipeline management and conflict resolution for transformation operations, graph scalability, 
tamper resistance, and related concerns will be addressed in future versions of this whitepaper or 
related documents. 

6.3 Application Architecture 
Data provisioning and consumption are facilitated through mobile, web-based, desktop, server, and 
other applications.  These applications enable integrated data transactions, acquisition, 
processing, storage and analysis.  The main components are the Transformation Engine, the 
Platform Consensus and the Arbitrary Consensus.  Detailed descriptions of the architecture and 
implementations for modules will be provided in future versions of this whitepaper or supporting 
documents. 

6.3.1 Transformation Engine 
odApps can perform calculations in two ways: (1) standalone/local computing – when all required 
data resides nearby and the local computational resources are adequate for the odApp’s needs; or 
(2) distributed computing – when data needs to be collected from distant nodes in the graph or the 
odApp requires more computational resources than are available locally.  The Transformation 
Engine is provided as interface for the purpose of distributed computing.  The main tasks of 
Transformation Engine are: 

● Provisioning, horizontal auto-scaling and management of processing resources for 
throughput optimization and utilization management; 

● management of operation and data distribution, parallelism, and resolution; 
● Automation and optimization of work partitioning and dynamically management of execution 

or transmission lag. 

The transformation engine consists of two types of processes: 
● The Transformation Managers (also called coordinators) coordinate the distributed 

execution. They schedule tasks, manage checkpoints, coordinate recovery on failures, etc. 
○ There is always at least one Transformation Manager in the Obnostic GPB.  A 

distributed setup has multiple Transformation Managers, one of which is always the 
leader in the particular network segment. 

● The Execution Managers (also called workers) execute the transformations (or more 
specifically, the subtasks), and buffer and exchange the data streams. 

○ There must always be at least one Execution Manager in the segment.  
Coordinators and workers can physically reside on the same host. 

Additionally, another important component of the transformation engine is:  
● The Client, which is not part of the transformation execution, but rather is used to prepare 

and send an execution graph to the Transformation Manager.  After that, the client can 
disconnect, or stay connected to receive progress reports. 

○ The Obnostic GPB provides basic abstract interface definitions which odApps can 
implement to access The Client.  Alternatively, odApps can define and implement 
their own routines to access The Client (“from scratch”).  
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6.3.2 Platform Consensus 
The Platform Consensus is designed management of objects ownership and facilitating 
governance of the Obnostic GPB. 

The Platform Consensus proposes the use of a Proof of Rating (PoRt) model that depends on the 
aggregated rating of the participants for network trust management.  A participant (e.g., an Arbitrary 
Object signer or voter) must have an adequately high rating such that they would face significant 
financial and reputation consequences if they were to attempt to cheat the system and therefore 
jeopardize their rating.  Rating is built using participants’ resources telemetries, behavior and 
owned Arbitrary Objects (AOs) validity.  Stated differently, participants’ ratings are the result of 
contributions having intrinsic value, where such value would be diminished if a rating were to drop 
as a result of fraudulent activity. 

PoRt operates like a Proof of Authority (PoA) network with a threshold, where only nodes with a 
sufficiently high rating can sign and validate AOs.  In general, a more positive rating connotes a 
more trusted and active participant.  More negative ratings connote lower trust and/or activity and 
work to prevents participants from making important decisions regarding Obnostic GPB operations. 

The rating threshold required for participants to perform certain operations is calculated based on 
average systemwide ratings over defined time periods.  The PoRt persists maintains information in 
a Distributed Arbitrary Graph.  The Merkle DAG is used to enable uniquely identified, tamper-
resistant and permanently stored data.  Using graphs (as opposed to chains), implementing a 
rating system, and employing witness techniques all facilitate efficient Platform Consensus 
operations. 

Detailed description of Platform Consensus procedures and resistance to common attack vectors 
will be provided future versions of this whitepaper or supporting documents. 

6.3.3 Arbitrary consensus 
Arbitrary consensus is a Proof-of-Data consensus.  The idea is that odApps can build consensus 
mechanisms on top of the Obnostic GPB data structure (Arbitrary Objects and Distributed Arbitrary 
Graph) incorporating any subset of objects they want.  Using Proof-of-Data gives odApps the 
ability to form temporary or persistent subgraphs to analyze information, transform data or perform 
other operations necessary for the business goals of the odApp in question.  The Arbitrary 
Consensus provides confirmation of data persistence, information extraction validation, tamper 
resistance for data, and data ownership management through.  AO ownership is managed by the 
Platform Consensus. 
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This network architecture anticipates using a Distributed Hash Table (DHT), which facilitates 
participants storing and sharing data without centralized coordination.    

Arbitrary Object (AO) acceptance by the Platform Consensus allows for some error (or other 
variance).  The key acceptance criteria are validity and non-revertability of AOs in the Arbitrary 
Consensus.  

Adequate consensus velocity for efficient transactional operation is achieved by maintaining two 
separate structures.  The first structure has slow execution but maintains ongoing consistency 
(permanent records, which are primarily used for "ownership" answers).  The second structure has 
faster execution, but may generate inconsistencies which must subsequently be resolved before 
being committed to the first structure for permanent storage.  The purpose of the second structure 
is to allow the Arbitrary Consensus to answer questions quickly and provide that data immediate to 
odApps upon generation without having to wait for Platform Consensus resolution. 

Data transformation and storing are provided through validators.  A Validator (code implementation 
supplied by the user) checks the output data, perhaps comparing the versions of AOs received 
from different participants replicas. Validators reside on the transformation managers. The 
Obnostic GPB provides support for redundant computing by means of replicas. Two reasons justify 
the use of replicas: 

● Lack of Battery: Considering that a mobile/edge device can run out of battery or can be 
suddenly disconnected, the Obnostic GPB can prophylactically send the execution of the 
same task to different resource (replicas). 

● Malfunctioning resources or malicious participants: In this case redundant computing 
is used for identifying and rejecting erroneous results.  A transformation can specify that N 
results should be created for each task (e.g., to provide Byzantine Fault Tolerance). Once 
M ≤ N of these have been distributed and completed, an application-specific function is 
called to compare the results and attempt to select a canonical result.  When no 
consensus is found, or if results fail, the Obnostic GPB creates new results for the tasks, 
and continues this process until resolution or timeout occurs. 

!  
Figure 6. Consensus Operations

!  
Figure 7. Consensus Persistence
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Results persist in the common arbitrary graph or an odApp’s subgraph.  The distributed arbitrary 
graph contains only Arbitrary Objects with canonical results 

When rapid query responses are needed, light verification techniques based on the Merkle DAG 
can be used.  This approach can verify validity of data and ownership without needing to process 
all aspects of the AOs.  Additionally, each network segment (odApp) can have its own separate 
Merkle DAG interconnected with other segments at key points (e.g., of time or data) requiring 
global Obnostic GPB validity. 

The Arbitrary Consensus is provided as an interface and each odApp implements this layer 
according to its the business needs and application design. 

6.3.4 Future Development Issues 
The following is a (non-exhaustive) list of issues to be discussed in subsequent versions of the 
whitepaper or in supporting documentation: 

● Consensus speed – addressing resource shortages for the Platform Consensus and 
Arbitrary Consensus operations.  This is particularly important for Arbitrary Consensus 
implementations where it is possible that, at given points in execution, there may not be 
enough active resources in that network segment with access to the information required 
for processing or there may be an insufficient number of validators; 

● Ensuring that validity checks of the AO do not depend on the size of the underlying data; 
● Merkle DAG efficiency management –the Obnostic GPB will have a large amount of data, 

likely resulting in query and update lag.  We will need to explore data management 
techniques (e.g., partitioning, archiving, etc.) to mitigate potential slowdowns. 

6.4 Infrastructure Architecture 
The Obnostic GPB is a self-organized, distributed and open system. There is no constant topology 
of the Obnostic GPB entities.  The participants of the Obnostic GPB can play different roles during 
particular periods of time according to their business needs and the resources they own.  The 
physical entities in the network that have unique identifiers and descriptions of their functions are 
nodes.  
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!  
Figure 8. Nodes network topology 

Participant notes are typed based on their roles: 
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6.4.1 Mobile Nodes 

6.4.2 Light Nodes 

6.4.3 Storage Nodes 

6.4.4 Full Nodes 

Goals Produce, monetize and consume information

Functions Produce data and Arbitrary Objects; Transform data; Consume 
information

Data Flows In: Real world data, Arbitrary Objects, Transformation Tasks 
Produce: Arbitrary Objects, Questions/Requests 
Out: Arbitrary Objects, Insights, Answers, Suggestions, Predictions, 
Transformation Tasks results

Supported Layers Application; Integration; Execution; Security

Node strategies Upload and disappear; Ask questions and wait for answer; Receive 
transformation task and provide results

Executors Mobile devices; IoT devices; Edge devices; Automotive devices

Goals Benefit from participation in the Obnostic GPB

Functions Validate Arbitrary Objects; Validate signatures and ownership; 
Validate Transformations; Schedule, run and manage 
Transformations; Validate transformation results

Data Flows In: Arbitrary Objects, Transformations 
Produce: Arbitrary Objects, Transformation Tasks, Canonical results 
Out: Integrity and ownership statuses, Arbitrary Objects, 
Transformation results

Supported Layers Execution; Consensus; Security

Node strategies Receive transformation, manage it and return result; Receive request 
for Arbitrary Object validation, fulfil and provide response

Executors Mobile devices; Edge devices; Laptops

Goals Store and provide access to data

Functions Persist Arbitrary Objects; Persist Distributed Arbitrary Graph; Store 
and manage unstructured data; Store and manage information

Data Flows In: Arbitrary Objects (AO), Requests for AO 
Produce: N/A 
Out: Arbitrary Objects

Supported Layers Persistence; Security

Node strategies Manage and execute storage related requests

Executors Mobile Devices; Stationary PCs; Servers/Data Centers
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6.4.5 Public gateway 

6.5 Security Architecture 

6.5.1 Identity protection 

Control of private cryptographic primitives 
The Obnostic GPB provides interfaces to enroll and validate cryptographic keys and related 
information.  The Obnostic GPB protocols protect cryptographic primitives in transit, but 
participants are responsible for security of cryptographic primitives at rest.  Responsibility for 
maintenance or alteration of primitives stored off the Obnostic GPB lies solely with participants.  
The Obnostic GPB only provides recommendations and best practices regarding participant 
responsibilities in this regard, and does not enforce such policies. 

Absence of single authority 
There is no single repository of all enrolled cryptographic identities.  Delegated accounts or 
testators should be used for verification or restoration of security information.  Assigning and 

Goals Actively participate in the Obnostic GPB on constant basis

Functions All from Light and Storage Nodes functions; Participate in Platform 
Consensus; Participate in Arbitrary Consensus; Support Accounts 
and Resources governance

Data Flows In: Unstructured and Structured data, Arbitrary Objects, Requests, 
Transformations, Network information 
Produce: Arbitrary Objects, Distributed Arbitrary Graph, 
Transformation results, Ownership changes, Network statuses 
Out: Arbitrary Objects, Transformation Results, Distributed Arbitrary 
Graph, Network statuses, Governance operations results

Supported Layers All Layers

Node strategies Always on; Respond to each request with fulfilment or redirect; 
Broadcast statuses; Discover network changes

Executors Stationary PCs; Servers/Data Centers

Goals Access data without running node

Functions Bridge requests from clients to Nodes; Encrypt/Decrypt data; Verify 
data integrity; Provides P2P tracking

Data Flows In: Requests, Arbitrary Objects 
Produce: N/A 
Out: Arbitrary Objects, Integrity and ownership statuses

Supported Layers Data Access; Security

Node strategies Receive client requests, reshape requests and fulfill or pass to 
designated Nodes; Wait for obtained request; deliver result to client

Executors Servers/Data Centers
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management of such protection is managed by the participant.  The Obnostic GPB provides all 
necessary interfaces. 

Public-key encryption 
Mature and well-known techniques for asymmetric encryption are used. 

6.5.2 Data protection 
The Obnostic GPB deploys some basic data protection functions for the Platform Consensus and 
the operation of the Arbitrary Consensus.  Additional templates or abstract functions may be 
provided to assist developers, however generally implementation security and application-layer 
security will be the responsibility of odApp developers.  

Self-secured objects 
Persistent and/or shared objects are protected from unauthorized access and contain all necessary 
information to be used by owners or tenant accounts. 

Zero-Knowledge Proofs (ZKPs) 
ZKPs are used for validation of data correctness or other assessments.  This facilitates proving 
correctness without exposing the underlying content itself. 

6.5.3 Transformation protection 

Encryption of source code 
Submitted tasks (e.g., code for execution) can be encrypted and signed to mitigate the risk of 
interception or alteration while in transit. 

6.5.4 Resources protection 
The Obnostic GPB components run as isolated containers on the resources.  This includes 
Transformation computations and Arbitrary Object manipulations within components of the 
Obnostic GPB.  Protection of host/physical resources are the responsibility of participants.  
Recommendations for security tools and approaches are provided in from of best practices but not 
enforced by the Obnostic GPB. 

6.6 Integration Architecture 

6.6.1 Obnostic SDK 
The Obnostic SDK provides a set of tools for integration and operating on the Obnostic GPB.  The 
SDK supports either private or public network deployments.  It provides tools to work with accounts 
and resources.  The SDK allows management of the data integration process, data storage and 
knowledge querying.  All transformation and consensus operations expose their interfaces through 
the SDK.  

The SDK contains implementations of all main components and reference implementation.  SDK 
code is provided in a public repository as open-source with a defined contribution policy.  Proposed 
initial categories for integrated command line tools and client libraries are below (with references to 
the entities with which they interact): 
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● Core Infrastructure (Nodes, Gateways) 
● Core Platform (Accounts, Roles, AO, RO, PO) 
● Core Storage (Distributed Arbitrary Graph, Unstructured Distributed Storage) 
● Core Transformation (Transformation, coordinators, workers, clients) 
● Core Consensus (Platform, Arbitrary) 
● Core Security (Hash, Keys) 

6.6.2 Blockchain Interoperability 
Asynchronous Blockchains Messaging provides the means to verify transactions and 
ownership of objects in connected blockchains for circumstances where the state of the connected 
blockchain is not affected.  Essentially the Obnostic GPB could “ask” other networks to perform 
operations, but not “order” them to do so.  Interfaces will be developed first for popular blockchains 
such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, and EOS.  Other interfaces can be developed by the community. 

6.6.3 Data Digital Exchange 
The Obnostic GPB provides technology and a framework to exchange Arbitrary Objects containing 
information and other digital objects with inherent value.  This technology and framework facilitate 
implementation of the incentive structures which drive active community participation in Obnostic 
GPB.  Examples of possible odApps, industry/user participation, and related economic models are 
provided in the Use Cases section.  The Obnostic GPB also provides an interface for trading 
Obnostic GPB assets (AOs) with other assets, such as fiat money or other digital currencies. 

Exchange Market 
The Exchange Market interface provides structures and processing rules that facilitate odApps' 
ability to monetize data structures and application code via Arbitrary Objects. The Obnostic GPB 
does not operate the exchange market directly, but rather provides all required tools and 
integration points to smoothly integrate with community created exchange systems. 

6.6.4 Knowledge as a Service 
Participants can benefit from operational data and providing resources as with traditional 
blockchain implementations.  Additionally, Obnostic GPB participants can be incentivized with 
royalties or other ownership interested from already produced and verified information or assets, 
similar to ownership interests in physical-world real, tangible, intellectual, or other tradeable 
property rights. 

Knowledge Farm 
The Knowledge Farm is a distributed information warehouse.  Information generated by or stored 
in the Obnostic GPB in the form of Arbitrary Objects, which will derive economic value in large part 
as a function of the inherent value the market places on the data or resources represented by 
those AOs.   

The Knowledge Farm uses a distributed storage model which is separate from the Obnostic GPB’s 
operational storage.  Users can search and access static information in this storage subject to data 
owners’ access permission settings.  The Knowledge Farm interface is exposed to odApps through 
the Data Service component.  The interface does not transform (aggregate) data while delivering it 
to the requester.  The service provides quick access to existing insights and answers. 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7. Development Roadmap 

This is a propositional development roadmap.  Consistent with DevOps best practices, we will of 
course revise this roadmap consistent with business goals at appropriate stages of technical 
development and business milestones. 

!  
Figure 9. Roadmap 
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7.0.1 Stage 0 

Documents 
● Security Policy Document - crypto algorithms, accounts governance; 
● Arbitrary Object Specification - AO structure, operations, interfaces; 
● Design of Storage Layer - detailed description of algorithms, frameworks, deployment, 

integration; 
● Technical specification of Platform Consensus - detailed description for private 

consensus, foundation of Arbitrary consensus. 

Framework/Toolkit 
● Core Obnostic GPB SDK - implementation of Accounts and Arbitrary Object interfaces; 
● Core Security SDK - implementation and integration of Identity Provider and Crypto 

Provider. 

Obnostic GPB 
● Internal Network - closed network to prototype core components. Not available for 

community. 

7.0.2 Stage 1 

Documents 
● Transformation framework specification - full specification for Ingestion and Execution 

layer; 
● Technical specification of Arbitrary Consensus - detailed description for arbitrary 

consensus; 
● Obnostic GPB deployment model - detailed description of Obnostic GPB infrastructure 

and operations.  

Framework/Toolkit 
● Core Storage Component - implementation and support of basic storage operations for 

Distributed Arbitrary Graph and Unstructured Distributed Storage; 
● Core Consensus SDK - foundation interfaces for Platform Consensus. 

Obnostic GPB 
● Prototype Network - public network with only storage/retrieval operations with Arbitrary 

Objects and unstructured content. Participants can join as storage nodes. Persistence of 
the content is not guaranteed. 

7.0.3 Stage 2 

Documents 
● odApps integrations Best Practices - recommended approaches and code snippets of 

using Obnostic GPB in real applications. 
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Framework/Toolkit 
● Core Obnostic GPB Component - evolution of core components, introduction Account 

Roles. Extended implementation of Arbitrary Object - Resource and Property Objects; 
● Core Transformation Components - foundation implementation of Transformation 

interfaces. 
● Core Consensus Components - next improvements of Platform Consensus. 

Implementation of Arbitrary Consensus interfaces; 
● Core Infrastructure SDK - protocols and interfaces implementation of Obnostic GPB 

Nodes of different types. Support and coordination components for network operations and 
Nodes interconnection. 

Obnostic GPB 
● Test Network - public network with most of the components. Community can participate as 

nodes (except Public Gateway type).  The Test Network will continue operating after the 
launch of the main network, but will not participate in rating and incentives accumulation. 

7.04 Stage 3 

Documents 
● Integration Framework specifications - description of interconnection with blockchain 

platforms and real economy. 

Framework/Toolkit 
SDK 

● odApps SDK - framework and best practices for odApps to participate in the Obnostic 
GPB; 

● Storage Component - full implementation of data services to manage the Distributed 
Arbitrary Graph and Unstructured Distributed Storage. Interfaces implementation of 
services to access to data in read-only mode. 

● Core Infrastructure SDK - implementation of Public Gateways interfaces. 
● Transformation Components - full implementation of Transformation interface. Support of 

Resource Manager component - coordinators, workers, clients; 
● Consensus Components - evolving of consensuses implementation. Introduction 

consensuses governance functionality; 
● Security Component - implementation of Policy Provider to support complex security 

profiles. Introduction of support for different devices’ related security frameworks. 

Obnostic GPB 
● Open Network - public network with support of all interfaces.  The Open Network will 

operate as main network for resources, data, rationing and incentives storage and 
management.  

7.0.5 Stage 4 

Framework/Toolkit 
● Exchange Market SDK 
● Knowledge Farm SDK 
● Blockchain integration SDK 
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Obnostic GPB 
● Extended Network - Open network is extended with integration components and 

interfaces. 

7.1 Development Considerations 
The Obnostic GPB will be evolved using an iterative and incremental method of development.  The 
core strategic and technical teams will manage the initial stages of development before opening 
aspects to the larger blockchain community.  Development of particular components will be done 
by persons who have experience in this domain.  

7.2 Deployment Considerations 
The Obnostic GPB will be introduced in different phases to facilitate feedback from and testing by 
the community.  Intermediate versions of the Obnostic GPB will be temporal and targeted mainly to 
test new functionality.  Early versions of the Obnostic GPB may be limited to internal access.  
Subsequent versions will be open to community participation at appropriate stages. 

7.3 Data Ingestion Considerations 
Unstructured data can be accumulated and persisted by potential participants before full launch of 
the Obnostic GPB.  Persistence types and storage for this data can be chosen by such test 
participants and may include private networks.  After the initial public network launch, some period 
of time will be required to transform user-provided and Obnostic GPB-generated data into Arbitrary 
Objects stored in the Distributed Arbitrary Graph.  The delay between data provision/generation 
and storage as AOs in the Obnostic GPB will depend on the complexity of Transformations needed 
to form those AOs.    After deployment of the full public Obnostic GPB, test participants may decide 
to push their data to the Obnostic GPB's public distributed storage or to use maintain their existing 
private storage. 

8. Terminology and Definitions 
● AutoXML: AutoXML technology helps transform both structured and unstructured data into 

W3C standard structured XML metadata without loss of fidelity of the original data. 
● Obnostic: A third-generation blockchain-based platform that implements Distributed 

Verification Technologies to deploy an object-agnostic, general purpose distributed 
computational platform for the direct development and maintenance of distributed software 
and the creation, maintenance, and trading of digital objects and computation resources 

● General Purpose Blockchain:  A distributed computational platform and data structure, 
derived from traditional blockchain “cryptocurrency” implementations, which uses the 
blockchain consensus approach to verify general-purpose computational results and/or 
agnostic data.  General purpose computational operations can be performed natively on 
such a platform, rather than through the abstraction layer of a “smart contract” 
programming language or similar interface. 

● dApp:  dApps are software applications developed to operate on a P2P network such as 
blockchain. However, unlike conventional applications, the dApp application data is 
distributed across the internet onto devices such as smartphones, tablets, and PC’s on the 
P2P network as to avoid the data being controlled by a single individual or entity. For an 
application to be called a dApp, there are requirements of what makes a dApp and the 
criteria must be met. dApps development source codes must be made public. dApps 
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application data transformation and records must be cryptographically stored in a 
decentralized blockchain to avoid a single point of failure and to maintain the fidelity of data. 
dApps must generate tokens/objects which are native to the platform to demonstrate proof 
of value according to the standard cryptographic algorithm, and to incentivize the all 
participants.  

● odApp:  Unlike existing “dApps”, odApps are do not require platform-specific tokens or 
objects.  Rather, they comprise software designed to perform arbitrary computational tasks 
(i.e., anything the programmer wants) and designed to operate on a General Purpose 
Blockchain.  Similar in concept to the “dApp” term used for Smart Contract-based software 
programs, but running natively on the General Purpose Blockchain computational platform 
rather than implemented through a limited, application-specific Smart Contract virtual 
machine. 

● Obnostic GPB participant: Unique identified entity in the Obnostic GPB which produces, 
consumes, transforms data; provides computational and/or storage resources; validates, 
conforms and/or performs governance procedures in consensuses. 

● Platform Consensus: The Platform Consensus manages objects' ownership, provides 
governance, and manages distribution of the Obnostic GPB’s incentives.  It uses a Proof of 
Rating (PoRt) model that depends on the aggregated rating of the participants for network 
trust management. 

● Arbitrary consensus:  A consensus mechanism implemented on the Obnostic GPB 
around any subset of Arbitrary Objects to return a decision or generate data based on the 
current state of those objects and any data they may contain.  For example, if several AOs 
represent different climate sensors in a given region, an Arbitrary Consensus implemented 
around the set of those sensor AOs might represent the “data” or “decision” regarding what 
is the current climate in that region. 

● Proof of Data: Consensus build around Arbitrary Objects which allows different odApps to 
implements business logic in either independent or interconnected with other odApps way. 

● Proof of Rating (PoRt): A blockchain consensus model which uses aggregated rating and 
witnesses approach to enroll participants, distribute roles and perform operations. 

● Obnostic Object (OBN):  An Obnostic Object is not a traditional cryptocurrency or Smart 
Contract token.  Rather, it is a cryptographically-maintained node in a distributed data 
structure called an Arbitrary Object.  The Obnostic Object provides a standardized 
“wrapper” around the data in the AO which makes heterogenous data nodes capable of 
being processed and maintained by the same blockchain-based Distributed Verification 
Technology structure. 

● Arbitrary Object (AO):  An Arbitrary Object is a structure which contains structured or 
unstructured data together with its ownership structure.  It has self-describing format which 
handles encrypted and open data, operates either with the whole object or its parts.  Stated 
differently, it is an object within the Obnostic GPB that is capable of storing any type of 
data. 

● Resource Object: An Arbitrary Object which describes a real or virtual device 
characterized by computational power, storage and availability.  

● Property Object: Detachable part of Arbitrary Object which describes ownership and can 
be persisted and manipulated independently. 

● Arbitrary Object Transformation (AOT, Transformation): Data manipulation instructions 
either in declarative or imperative paradigm that are applying to birth and lifecycle of the 
Arbitrary Object - content changes, ownership alteration and etc. 

● : 
● Distributed Arbitrary Graph:  A Distributed Arbitrary Graph is a structure which supports 

the operational functionality of the Obnostic GPB and provides Consensus Persistence.  It 
provides access and verification of ownership, validity and consistency of information 
regarding the states of Arbitrary Objects and their relations. 
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● Merkle DAG: Data structure similar to a Merkle tree which does not need to be balanced 
and its non-leaf nodes are allowed to contain data. 

● Consensus Persistence: Structure and approach which allows the Platform Consensus 
and the Arbitrary Consensus to interoperate as to ownership, validity and consistency of 
objects in the Obnostic GPB.  

● Canonical Result: Result of an Arbitrary Object Transformation which was accepted and 
verified by consensus. 

● Node (infrastructure): The physical entity in the network which has a unique identifier and 
a description of their functions. 

● Obnostic SDK: A set of best practices and tools available to odApps for integration and 
operation with the Obnostic GPB. 
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